
Manager Summary 
Key point What participants learned Why it matters

Cultural 
Effects on 
Influence

Using the pre-program personal 
assessment to understand how 

cultural, character, and context impact 
our abilities to create commitment 
with others and with organizations.  
Examining personal thoughts which 

might limit the ability to change.

Before we can influence 
others, we must understand 
ourselves, our tendencies, 
our communication styles, 

and the environments which 
affects us and our audiences’ 

chances to be persuaded.

Learning to 
Push

Understanding how rationalizing and 
using logic can create credibility, how 

to remove blame stemming from 
problems, and how to meet 

audiences’ worldview.  Analyzing 
assertiveness to create positive and 

charismatic presence to influence key 
stakeholders.

Learning to use our expertise 
and information proactively  
yet subtlety is key to ensure 
we do not push others away 
from our ideas especially if 

others start from an different 
viewpoint than ourselves or 

trust is not established.

Managing our 
Pull

Learning how bridging and building 
empathy through questions builds 

trust, relationships, and commitment.  
Implementing inspiration and creating 
shared visions of the future and the 

next steps to take together.  
Generating business narratives to get 

buy-in and action.

Pulling requires 
understanding other people’s 
points of view and bringing 

them into our point of view by 
meeting their needs.  It’s vital 

in order to gain lasting 
partnerships in both short 

term and ongoing projects.

Advanced 
Stakeholder 

Analysis

Mapping and analyzing broader 
company and stakeholder interests to 
ensure the correct people are being 

influenced.  Understanding how 
multiple people may need to be 

committed for successful individual 
commitments.  Using these and all 

previous skills in a final benchmarking 
influence activity with feedback and 

debriefing. 

We may gain the interest and 
buy-in from one person, but 
what about the rest of the 

team?  What about 
managers, directors, and 

executives?  By approaching 
select individuals in strategic 

ways, we will have better 
results and long term 

commitments.
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How to Guide Future Improvement 
Things to look for

1. Rationalizers who often push their logical ideas should take time to listen to other 
people’s ideas and respect their feelings and points of view.

2.  Asserters should be cautious not to push their ideas, even good ones, too much 
when others are under pressure and should be positive and constructive when 

challenging others’ ideas.
3.  Bridgers should continue to pull people towards their points of view, build trust, and 

find common ground, but be cautious of the information they use as not to make anyone 
feel manipulated or suspicious about the Bridgers' intentions.

4.  Inspirers should continue building a shared purpose with others to gain commitment, 
but ensure both trust and a true common goal is truly attainable.

Coaching questions to use with participants
1. What is your influence style: Rationalizing, Asserting, Bridging, or Inspiring?  How has 

this style helped you in the past?  How has his hindered you?
2.  Think of someone you work with or will work with soon.  What influence style do they 

have?  How do your styles complement each other?  How do they conflict?
3.  What was your action plan at the end of the workshop?  What steps have you 

accomplished?  What steps are you taking next?  How has the workshop helped you?
4.  Who is one person you’d like to influence in the future?  What project would you like 
commitment on?  How will you approach the person?  What other stakeholders might 

be involved and what obstacles might they present?

Future opportunities to give participants
1. Ask them to present their knowledge of their own influence style with others.  This will 

reinforce what they’ve learned, spread valuable information, and can be used as a 
group project with members from each of the 4 influence styles.

2. Allow them to help draft and review questions that may be used in upcoming 
meetings with potential stakeholders in order to create bridging questions.

3. Conduct discussion and activity groups.  Allow workshop participants to lead, 
moderate, and/or give feedback to the team on their influence styles, what works well, 

and what could be improved in future meetings.
4. Invite them to sit in and observe persuasive meetings where influence occurs.  Have 
them give insight on influence styles, styles of questions, and approaches being used.

Resources for more information
www.1221.blue/influenceresources 
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